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The giant Sumatra-Andaman earthquake of December 26 2004 caused permanent deformations effects in a region of previously never observed extension. In order to
evaluate the coseismic displacement field associated with this great earthquake, we
analyzed the weekly coordinates of 42 permanent GPS sites of the IGS worldwide
network, located in a vast region of approximately 5000 km radius, centered on the
earthquake epicenter. We took into account not only a small time window centered
in the earthquake occurrence time but, in order to accommodate statistically significant sudden changes in the GPS time series, we considered long datasets, covering
more than 8 years of continuous GPS observations, including all weekly determinations from January 1997 to March 2005. Our analysis is based on the definition of
a reliable datum to project the weekly loose solutions and on the removal of biases
to obtain improved time series. After the reference frame definition, the weekly time
series have been detrended and simultaneously the seasonal and Chandler cycles have
been filtered out. Since instrumental and/or environmental changes could cause significant steps in the GPS time series, we decided to estimate an offset each time a known
change has been reported in the site-log and the offset itself exceeds the 1-sigma confidence region. Moreover we evaluated that the effect of colored noise on the coseismic
displacement error is to enhance the standard deviation by a scale factor ranging from
1.5 to 6, depending on the specific site. In the end we compared the GPS-derived coseismic displacements with those predicted by a direct seismic source model obtained
with seismological data and with those derived inverting the coseismic field.

